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irppNew Words & ExW &&w WordsN W d & E iNew Words & ExpressionsNew Words & Expressions
Session 1

active  adj. 

         

avoid  v. 

I try to avoid going shopping on Saturdays because the stores are so crowded.

balanced b . nst  adj. 

he doctor to d o  he needed to have a ore ba anced diet.

calm  adj. 

he ost i portant thing you can do now is to re ain ca .

cause  n. v.

The police are looking into the cause of the accident.

certain s r.t n  adj. 

ave didn t know for certain how uch the new co puter would cost.

contain k n te n  v. 

y other gave e an envelope containing four hundred dollars.

creative kri e .t v  adj. 

e felt that his idea was a creative solution to the proble .

disable d se .b l  v. 

She was disabled in the accident.

disagree d s. ri  v. 

ill disagreed with his class ates on every sub ect.

discuss d sk s  v. 

I think it s ti e for e to discuss the proble  with her.
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effect fekt  n. 

So e people argue that technology has negative effects.

effective fek.t v  adj. 

y teacher gave e so e advice on effective ways to study nglish.

emergency r.d n.si  n. 

lease push this button at once in case of e ergency.

emotional o . n. l  adj. 

y doctor said that the proble  was ore e otional than physical.

enable ne .b l  v. 

is good health enabled hi  to work till the age of eighty ve.

event vent  n. 

She sat in the chair all day  thinking of past events.

excellent ek.s l. nt  adj. 

The restaurant is well known for its friendly at osphere and e cellent service.

exciting k sa .t  adj. 

It was e citing for e to go to the capital for the rst ti e.

forbid f r b d  v. 

e was forbidden to leave the house  as a punish ent.

function f k. n   n. v.

The function of the veins is to carry blood to the heart.

general d en. r. l   adj. n.

There is general concern about global war ing.

goal o l  n. 

I have ade up y ind to achieve y goals in three years.
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habit h b. t  n. 

S oking is a very bad habit that can har  your health.

hang out h  a t  v.

I don t know why he hangs out with a es. They ve got nothing in co on.

harm h r  n. v.

There is no need to be frightened. e won t har  you.

harmful h r .f l  adj. 

It is i portant to protect your skin fro  the har ful effects of the sun.

hobby h .bi  n. 

obbies take your ind off the worries of everyday life.

influence n.flu. ns  n. v.

any T  progra s have a bad in uence on children.

invention n ven. n  n. 

The world changed rapidly after the invention of the phone.

join d n  v. 

Sarah clearly isn’t interested in joining our group.

keep on ki p n/ v.

I ordered aren to stay uiet  but she kept on aking noise.

limit / l . t/ n. v.

lthough the speed li it was  iles per hour  arry was driving uch faster.

look after /l k f.t r/ v.

ary and her sister took turns at looking after their sick other.

medical / ed. .k l/ adj. 

They asked a edical e pert to do ore research.
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114. How well the crops will grow depends on the quality and ............ of the soil. 

115. The Japanese ............ is clearly quite healthy, apart from the fact that they consume a bit too much salt.

116. eople can ta e part in the program by doing any physical ............ that ma es the heart beat faster and 

lasts for 15 minutes.

117. Your body needs vitamin B12 in order to create red blood cells and keep the ............ system healthy.

118. She was warned it was ............ to run early in the morning in the neighborhood – she shouldn’t have gone 

out alone.

119. arrots ......... learn a vocabulary of more than twenty words, whereas other less known birds learn up to 1 .

120. Some parents think television hurts children but others consider it as ............ entertainment.

121. The pilot of the airplane had to make a/an ............ landing because of the very bad weather. 

122. If you tell him what happened, I’m sure he’ll understand – he’s a/an ............ man.

123. Albert Einstein once remarked that life is like a bicycle; to keep your ............, you must keep moving.

124. In 1 , the oyager spacecraft photographed the rst ............ of Jupiter, Saturn, ranus, and eptune.

125. I can say with ............ that there will be no more discussion today. 

126. We’re not in a position to make any ............ – we’ll have to accept what they offer us.

127.  of those who never smoked said they were worried about the ............ effects of other people smoking.

128. She only had a few things in her shopping cart, so I told her she could go ............ me in the checkout line.

129. Although most islands in the ocean have been mapped, the ocean oor is ............ unknown.

130. The woman was unable to ............ the man who stole her purse because it had been too dark at the time of 

the robbery.

131. Although I ............ with his views in general, I have to admit that he may be right on this speci c issue.
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132. After graduating from university, John and I became best friends, and he ............ me deeply with his 

behavior. 

133. He had such a/an ............ to cigarettes that he smoked  a day, and could never imagine stopping.

134. Studies have shown that if schoolchildren don’t eat a ............ breakfast, they often nd it dif cult to 

concentrate in class.

135. The scientists’ main ............ is to go to the rainforest to study possible medical uses of the plants there.

136. I always feel ............ after watching the news on television because of all the war and starvation in the world.

137. One of the negative points of working at home is not having ............ contact with other people.

138. ............ is a total waste of time. It doesn’t change anything. All it does is steal your oy and keep you very 

busy doing nothing.

139. The doctors gave him more ............ drugs in the hope that he might recover, but he died after a few days.

140. You need to be more creative. A mere repetition of other people’s research cannot be called true ......... research.

141. Health e perts suggest that the average person should make ............ 15 to 2  percent of their diet.

142. In all natural processes, energy is never ......... or destroyed, but is merely transformed from one form into another.

143. Studies show that regular physical activity improves mood, helps relieve ............, and increases feelings of 

well being.

144. In ............, communication between doctors and their patients is the most important part of medical 

treatment. 

145. Both r. and rs. arimi are worried about their son because he does not take life ............ . 

146. Employees who take a/an ............ part in the pro ect feel more involved and more responsible for the results.

147. According to a recent poll,  percent of Iranian fathers ......... themselves as better parents than their fathers.

148. The doctor said that the patient’s health has ............ steadily since they put him on some new medication.
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rGGrammarGrammar   

 The Present Perfect TenseThe Present Perfect Tense

have / has

I play football.

I a  play  football.

I played football.

I was playing football.

I will play football.

played 
gone

listened
 ...

have / ve

I
You
We

They

has / s
He
She
It

have John and Mary Ali and I they we you I
 ve

My friend and I have played ping pong for two hours. .
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 s has the cat Sa ira Harry it she he

He has He s  lived in Tehran since . .

listened gone played has have

p.p.
. ed

play played listen listened call called look looked

. d e

ove oved pro ise pro ised hope hoped divide divided

. i y ed y y

try tried cry cried

p.p.
. Irregular erbs

build built built forgive forgave forgiven cut cut cut go went gone

.
. .

I have had a cold for two weeks.

.

We ve had the sa e car since . .

.

He s played tennis at the club since . .

.
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.
.

I ve lost y wallet. .

.
. . ...

Mary has ed y co puter. .

.

I haven t eaten very uch. 

.

I have been to rance three ti es. 

.

They have never traveled by plane. 

.
.

.

It s the best ovie I ve ever seen in y life. 

.

People have traveled to the oon. 

.
.
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.
. just recently

My father and other have just co e back fro  a week in Isfahan. 

.
after as soon as until when

.

When you have nished reading the book  please return it to the library. 

.
.

When you nish reading the book  please return it to the library. 

.
.

since  since

.

Susan has changed since I saw her.  

for for

.

We have known each other for fteen years. 
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. never never

I have never been to Italy. 

. never

. ever ever

Have you ever eaten hinese food  

. the rst ti e ever

It s the rst ti e I ve ever been to England.  

. never ever

already already

.

I ve already drunk three coffees. 

. already
. yet  yet

I haven t nished y breakfast yet. 

Have you et Ha id yet  
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 st  recently

.

I ve just decided to sell y apart ent.  

. recently just

.  still  still

I still haven t found y passport. I know it s here so ewhere. 

. still

 so far

So far we ve ade . 

.  during

I haven t done any e ercise during the last week. 

.  never always  always

.

I have always wanted to beco e a pilot.  

. never always

 three times  twice  once

I ve only et Jane s husband once. 
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. haven t hasn t . not has have

I have not haven t  seen y friend since riday. 

. has have

Have you ever been to anada  

.

I bought an English book this orning. 

.

I ve bought an English book. 

.

I bought an English book. 

go be

They have gone to Spain. 

.

They have been to Spain twice. 

.

GerundGerund

.
. ing

play playing ove oving

go going try trying

.
.

. ing

rushing your teeth is i portant.  
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242. 

243. Why don’t we have enough food for everyone? I thought you ............ this morning.

244. She ............ in seven different countries, so she ............ a lot about different cultures.

245. y best friend and I ............ each other for over fteen years. We still ............ together once a wee . 

246. I ............ my ey yesterday, so I couldn’t get into the house. ventually, I ............ it in my ac et oc et.

247. ourism ............ one of the most im ortant sources of ............ for S ain since the s.

248. We don’t put things on the top shelf because we ............ at them without ............ on the table.

249. I ............ my rst novel at last. It should be published in the summer.

250. ercising three times a wee  and ............ the best ways to eep your heart in good shape.

251. The police have been looking for him for two weeks ............ .

252. y father ............ hard all his life. e’s fty now, and is still ............ .

253. In order to do something that you’ve ............ done, you have to become someone you’ve ............ been.

254. Which of the following is grammatically wrong?

255. nn .......... to anada si  months ago. She .......... in anada for a while and then .......... to the nited States.

256.  What a beautiful pair of shoes  ............ ?

   I bought them last week.
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257. isten onna, I don’t care if you ............ the bus this morning. ou ............ late to work too many times. 

ou are red

258. I ............ a new house last year, but I ............ my old house yet, so at the moment I have two houses.

259. Everyone in the neighborhood took part ............ for the missing child. 

260. I think the waiter has forgotten us. We ............ here ............ over half an hour and nobody has taken our 

order ............ .

261. Scientists ............ fresh evidence to suggest that a huge e plosion led to the death of dinosaurs.

262. lthough I have studied English at school for the past si  years, I’m still not good ............ .

263. ou can’t ............ . So don’t waste your time thinking about it. ove on, let go and get over it.

264. Some people think that ............ grapefruit with every meal will help you lose ............ .

265. I spent all morning ............ a suitable present, but came home empty handed.

266. The house ............ strangely familiar, although I know I ............ there before.

267. I ............ along the street when suddenly I ............ footsteps behind me. Somebody was following me. I was 

frightened and ............ to run.

268. oing on a cruise and ............ t. ushmore ............ achel’s summer vacation plans.

269. This castle ............ here since the th century and hasn’t really changed – it ............ the test of time.

270. The ourney should only ............ about  minutes, but ............ more like an hour.

271. oberta is getting tired ............ the same old ob day in and day out. I think she is going ............ 
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Cloze TTTT tCloze TestsCloze Tests

In 2003, the Environmental Working Group studied nine people to measure the chemicals in their bodies. 

These nine people had an average of .......... in their bodies. The  also had an average of si t t o chemicals that 

can damage the brain and ft ve that can harm babies in pregnant omen. lthough .......... chemicals were 

found in human bodies, they were in such small amounts that they were .......... not hurting people. However, 

scientists are .......... because most of these chemicals were created by humans, and they did not .......... seventy ve 

years ago. This proves that we have not only polluted the world – we have polluted our own bodies!

30  

308 

30  

310 311 

Cloze Passage 1

In the simplest terms: if you want to .......... weight, your daily food should be a little below normal. If you are overweight, 

no matter how .......... the problem may appear, you need enough of the right foods to provide energy for your daily .......... . If 

you are underweight and want to gain, your eating food should be .......... normal, consisting of foods that will .......... muscle 

tissue and no fat. Whatever your problem, the rst thing you must learn to do is to eat at certain times.   

312 

313 31  

315 31  

Cloze Passage 2

any people think of fast food as ust a uick and easy meal. ut most fast food is high in calories, sugar, fat, 

and sodium (salt). Often, these foods are also low in .......... and minerals. The fat in many items is either saturated fat 

or trans fat. oth of these .......... of fat clog your arteries. .......... a steady diet of fast food can lead to long term health 

problems, such as heart .........., cancer, and obesity. ome of the foods served in fast food restaurants sound .........., but 

they aren t. or e ample, a chicken sandwich (deep fried) served with mayonnaise has more than 500 calories, 2  

grams of fat, and 12 grams of saturated fat. That s one third of the calories and fat most kids need in a whole day!

31  

318 31  

320 321 

Cloze Passage 3

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

320 

321 
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It’s hard to make friends if you stay home alone all the time. You need to get out of the house and do things that 

ill hel  you meet other eo le. oin a lu  lay a s ort  do olunteer ork. You’ll nd that it’s easier to make friends 

with people who have similar interests.

earn from people at s hool or work who seem to make friends easily. serve their ehavior. ow do they make 

other people feel omforta le  oti e what they say and how they a t. on’t opy everything they do  ut try some of 

their techniques. It will help you develop your own social style.

hink of some topics that would make good conversation. ind out the latest news  listen to the most popular types of 

music, or watch an interesting movie or TV show. The more you have to say, the more people will want to talk with you.

e a good listener, and let people talk a out themselves. on’t try to dominate the conversation with me, me, 

me.  sk lots of questions. how an interest in the answers. This will make people feel special, and they will want to 

be your friend.

When you start to get to know someone, don’t be friendly and talkative one day and too shy to have a conversation 

the ne t day. e consistent. onsistency is a quality that people look for in friends.

ave con dence in yourself. on’t be self critical all the time. It’s hard to get other people to like you if you don’t 

like yourself. Think of your good qualities and all the reasons people would want your friendship.

ursue the friendships you really want, with people that you like, respect, and admire. Try to meet a lot of people, 

too. That way, you’ll have a bigger group to choose from and a better chance to make friends.  

Passage 7

375  What does the passage mainly discuss?

376  The word it  in paragraph  refers to ............ .

377  Why does the author mention me, me, me  in paragraph ? 

378 ccording to the passage, none of the following positively contribute to your making friends T 

being ............ .
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nother e ample of the dangers of a restricted diet may be seen in the disease known as beriberi , which used to 

make large numbers of Eastern people who lived mainly on rice suffer. In the early years of the 20th century, a Dutch 

scientist called Ei kman was trying to discover the cause of beriberi. t rst he thought it was transmitted by a germ. 

He was working in a Japanese hospital, where the patients were fed on rice which had had the outer husk removed 

from the grain. It was thought this would be easier for weak, sick people to digest.

Ei kman thought his germ theory was con rmed when he noticed the chickens in the hospital yard, which were 

fed on scraps from the patients’ plates, were also showing signs of the disease. He then tried to isolate the germ he 

thought was causing the disease, but his e periments were interrupted by a hospital of cial, who ruled that the husk

less polished rice, even though left over by the patients, was too good for chickens. The chickens should be fed on 

cheap rice with the outer covering still on the grain. 

Ei kman noticed that the chickens began to recover on the new diet. He considered the possibility that eating 

unmilled rice somehow prevented or cured beriberi – even that a lack of some ingredient in the husk might be the 

cause of the disease. Indeed, this was the case. The element needed to prevent beriberi was shortly afterwards isolated 

from rice husks and is now known as vitamin . The milled rice, though more e pensive, was in fact keeping alive the 

disease the hospital was trying to cure. owadays, this terrible disease is much less common thanks to our knowledge 

of vitamins.

Passage 8

379  rom the conte t, what do you think the author mentions in the paragraph that is ust before this rst 

paragraph?

380  The disease beriberi  ............ .

381  The chickens Ei kman noticed in the hospital yard ............ .

382  Huskless milled rice ............ .

383  The ingredient missing from milled rice ............ .
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[ ]

nervous s s e

[ ]

[ ]
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[ ]

[ ] [ ]

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]
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[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

in general

take sb sth seriously

[ ]

[ ]
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haven’t enjoyed since for

since two weeks for

I heard that y na e a grades were low

ing without

ing i agine

ing and being

A

never ever

No I have never been to the olden ate ridge in San Francisco.
. .

. ing

to

ever since

already .
.

. already fail failed

.
this orning

go .
. ing

.
. has lived

. know

. .

for .
.

. get

. .
lost yesterday

.
.(a nding (found

.
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(
( since .

( inco e .
. s

.
without . ( can

. ing (
. .

(
. ( ing ( nish .

.
e ercise . ing

. ing have

(are (having e ercising

.(is
.

( ( since

. (
(escaped

.(has escaped

.

.
. (have has p. p.

. have has been ing

. .

to be . (has worked

.(actively (active (is
. [ ]

. ( never

. never

. ( . . (
. ( . [ ] (

( since

( yet . ( since

yet

(hasn’t nished ( . ( (
. yet since
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. .

.
A

.
A

. ( when ( how long

. .
(this orning

. ( issed

.
.

(last year

yet . (bought

. (
.

. ing in ( take part

. .
(

for (over half an hour .
( nobody (has taken .since

. ( yet

.
.

. ( just ( recently

.
. ing at good

.(the (it ( English

[ ] [ ] . .
.

already .yet already

.

.
( lose weight . ing eat

(weight ( [ ] lose

(weigh

.
. ( ing ( spend
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. [ ]

. ing ( look

.( ever ( never

. . .

. (heard (was walking

. (started

.
cli b go . ing

going . ing

.(was (were (cli bing

.
(

( since . (has been hasn’t changed has stood

.
. stand the test of ti e

.
takes ( ( should

practice ( in practice .
. ing

. .
fro of ( tired

be going to . ( (
day in and day out . ( uit

.
.

( for ( since

(the last half hour . (
( already .since for

.
. already

[ ] .
. ing

to give up giving up to

. ( ing ( give up .
give up s oking (giving up

.(are (is
.
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1

-three

he cancer-causing

very few too uch c e ica s

of lots

a lot of

2

lose weight

gain weight

[ ]

3
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[ ]

ing

heart disease

4

nervous system

5

pay attention

[ ]

[ ]
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7

“trying of their te hni e it

[ ]
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8

[ ]

[ ]
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